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As many scholars and practitioners have commented over也e cen:加ries,
the coll)IDon law jury th拭 evolved in England and w剖仕組.splanted in 
other parts of the world is a unique in話相tion. It brings together a small 
group of lay pぽsons who are ‘assembled on a tempor訂y basis for也e
pu中ose of deciding whether an accused person is伊illty of a crin由al
act or which of two sides should prevail in a cか丑dispute. The jurors are 
conscripted and often initially reluctant to serve. They ぽe untutored in 
the formal discipline of law and its logic. They hear and see confusing 
and contested evidence and 紅e provided with instructions, mo試 often
only in oral form, about arcane legal concepts-and sent into a room alone 
to decide a verdict withoutぬrther help from. the professional persons 
who developed也e evidence and e｝中lained their duties. In criminal cases 
也e jury’s decision determines if an accused �erson may be subject to
prison O号in some instances, execution, or may instead be set free or co任

命1ed to a men:叫ins註加.ti.on. In ci吋l cases juries decide complex matters 
involving causation and liab也.ty and determine compensatory 加d exem輔

pl訂y damages, sometimes involvmg very large sums. 
Early on h也e history of the jury the宇e oddities were also reco伊ized

出 its s位en供s. Juries inject comm叩w values into the formal legal 
process, and thus they can bring a sense of equity and fairness against 
the cold and mechanistic application of legal r叫es.
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J ith an increasingly interdependent global econom耳tne purpose 
and future of state boundaries主l thβinteまnational system come 

into question. Indeed, economic liberalism, one of the dominant eco” 

nomic philosophies (.asと山口ぷと去τ 戸口，iYus::tw" cl,,.1.1t�ml:; would 
see the with佐知.g a.way of也e political包terf·悦nee that II紅姐ci試＂ stat� 
boundaries C組 have on e坦ci叩.t economic exchanges a.s a positive 取扱4
Many contemporary states reco伊ize the poten討a.I economic benefits of 
ec。no凶c integration-the r句la.cement of national' econo凶.es with la主号
位（m most cases, regionalJ ones. 11 One of the most stri組怠g fac飽 about
也e modぽa global political economy is that it is o唱：anized sむongly on 
a regional basis. For all the talk of globalization, many i怠dicators of glo” 

bal包ation戸or example, trade, fo時i� direct in刊stment,
加s託加討onsJ are也rected toward regional p紅組問. ，，τ'oda.y, more than 
400 re�ional 回.ding a.rrange111如ts have been r�por総dぬthe World Trade 
Organization. Attempts at regional economic加tegration
in recent timeめpartly because the end of也e Cold Wa.r mea.ns that state黛

have more合切dom to coop倒te economically and partly because the e;d 
of也e Bretton Woods system and Am臼dean economic 
sass吋m�τ©I: ifi:} have led states to search for alternative paths to 
econo紅白stability:・
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which depended solely on judge-made law could only 
adequate while conditions remained fa註ly static and ；士he
elements in the society represented the most powerful or 

groups. With the growth of democratic ideぉh部 come
ition that the voice of the people is entitled to be heard 

aw is notthe monopoly of an elite. But it would be quite 
imagine that the public have any very strong views on the 

law or that the extension of.the electoral franchise has had 
msequences. Eve1 
to pe lawyers, c< 
Mqst legislation 

Lot with the niceti< 
ation has proved 
Ni.th which the jud 
doctrine of pre閃

the judges to re, 
These doctrines may have been fair enough at their 

but many have since proved unadaptable to changed 
Parliament can solve the problem by legislation which 
reverses the rules previously developed by the courts. 
a product of democracy since legal :fictions and equity 
the same function at earlier periods. But legislation is 

more rapid and e鑓cient means of effecting such legal 
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The common law de五nes an agent as a person who consents to act "on the
principal's behalf and subject 七o the principal's control.”Acting”on behalf of'' a
principal means acting as the principal’s representatかe担legally salient
interactions with third parties, who may either be within the principal's
organization or external to託. The basic idea is tha七 an agent acts as the
principal's representative, whether or not the principal benefits金om the agent's
ac託ons "on behalf of'' the principal. 

The representative quality of an agent’s position explains much about
indemnification doct泊施・If an agent makes a payment on behalf of a p出1cipal,
subject to the terms of any contract between principal and agent, the principal
has a duty to indem羽毛y the agent only when the agent (1) acted with actual
authority in making the payment, or (2) acted without actual authori恥but
benefitted the principal and did not act o盤.ciously (that is, without excuse）・”An
agent acts with actual authority by act担g consistently with a reasonable
interpretation of any manifestation from the principal concerning how the 
principal wishes the agent to act." One might think of an agent's action under
these circumstances as an ext宇nsion of the principal and as an action tha丸
through the agent’s intermediation, the principal has taken itself.
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